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Poll Description 
 
Motivation 
The mission of the non-partisan Paul Simon Public Policy Institute polling is to provide citizens, 
policy-makers, and academic researchers with objective information about trends and issues 
facing society.  
Sample and Geographic Coverage 
The 2011 Simon Poll interviewed 1,000 registered voters across Illinois  
Polling Method 
Live telephone interviews. Cell phone interviews were included as well as land-line interviews.  
 Margin of Error 
Plus or minus 3 percentage points at the 95 percent confidence level. The margin for error will be 
larger for demographic, geographic and response subgroups.  
Date 
Poll conducted October 11-16, 2011.  
Polling Agency  
Issues + Answers Global Media Research of Virginia Beach, VA1. 
Funding Source  
The survey was paid for with non-tax dollars from the Paul Simon Public Policy Institute’s 
endowment fund. 
 
  
                                                          
1Issues + Answers Global Media Research reports no Illinois political clients. 
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Variable Index 
Variable Description  Frequency Page  
Introduction and Screening 
id Respondent ID number N/A 
region Area of Illinois 9 
version Three-way split of respondents N/A 
General Outlook 
rwdirusa U.S. Right/Wrong Direction  9 
rwdiril Illinois Right/Wrong Direction 10 
rwdirlocal Local area Right/Wrong Direction 10 
qlife Local Quality of Life 10 
Illinois 2012 Primary Election 
app_pres_oba Favor/Unfavorable Pres. Barack Obama 11 
app_gov_quin Favor/Unfavorable IL Gov. Pat Quinn 11 
app_teapar Agree/Disagree, Tea Party 11 
vote_teapar Likely vote for Tea Party candidate 12 
prim12_party Intended primary party, 2012 12 
prim12_rep_pres Republican Presidential primary, 2012 12 
prim12_rep_pres_oth Republican Presidential primary, 2012, 
other responses 
13 
pres12_oba_per President, Obama/Perry, Head-to-Head 
(H2H), General election, 2012 
13 
pres12_oba_cai President, Obama/Cain, H2H, General 
election, 2012 
13 
pres12_oba_rom President, Obama/Romney, H2H, General 
election, 2012 
13 
pres12_oba_pau President, Obama/Paul, H2H, General 
election, 2012 
14 
teapar_collapse Collapse of vote_teapar 42 
Illinois Political Reform 
term_lim_11 Term limits, IL state legislators  14 
cf_lim_judg Campaign finance, limit on judicial 
campaign contributions 
14 
cf_pub_judg Campaign finance, public funding in 
judicial races 
15 
cf_lim_leader Favor/Oppose, limiting campaign money 
transferred from IL party leaders 
15 
prim_nodeclr Favor/Oppose, Not having to declare party 
in primary elections 
15 
Legislative Redistricting 
redist_neutral Neutral person settle redistricting stalemate 16 
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redist_commis Legislative maps created by independent 
commission 
16 
Illinois Budget 
deficit_order Statement order for fix_deficit_il11 N/A 
fix_deficit_il11 Fix Illinois Budget Deficit, 2014 17 
cuts_K12 Favor/Oppose state funding cuts to K12 
education 
17 
cuts_he Favor/Oppose state funding cuts to higher 
education 
17 
cuts_cops Favor/Oppose state funding cuts to public 
safety, police, and prisons 
18 
cuts_parks Favor/Oppose state funding cuts to state 
parks/environmental regulations 
18 
cuts_poor Favor/Oppose state funding cuts to 
programs for the poor 
18 
cuts_disable Favor/Oppose state funding cuts to people 
with mental/physical disabilities 
18 
pen_cuts Favor/Oppose state funding cuts to state 
workers' pension benefits 
18 
tax_pen_ssi Favor/Oppose IL income tax on retirement 
incomes 
19 
tax_retover50K Favor/Oppose IL income tax on retirement 
incomes over $50,000 
19 
tax_sales Favor/Oppose increase IL sales tax 19 
tax_services Favor/Oppose IL  sales tax on service 19 
gamble_exp Favor/Oppose expanding gambling 20 
tax_cigs Favor/Oppose IL cigarette tax increase to 
$1/pack 
20 
latepay_order Statement order for latepay_il N/A 
latepay_il Late payments from state of IL; borrow and 
pay or not 
20 
Immigration 
img_road2cit Road to citizenship for illegal immigrants 21 
img_enforce Stronger enforcement of immigration 
laws/border security 
21 
img_localarrest Require local law enforcement to arrest 
illegal immigrants 
21 
img_childlegres Legal resident status for immigrant children 
who serve in military/go to college 
21 
img_instatetuit Instate tuition for IL high school graduating 
immigrant children 
22 
Political Polarization 
civility_order Statement order for civility1/civility2 N/A 
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civility1 Party to blame for lack of civility in 
Washington, D.C.  
22 
civility2 Who to blame more (for responses of ‘both’ 
in civility1) 
22 
will2compro More/less likely to vote for candidate who 
will compromise  
23 
Women in Politics Series 
gen_betrldrs_bel Group A: Believe men make better political 
leaders 
23 
gen_wellqual_bel Group A: Believe would vote for female 
candidate  
23 
gen_equalnum_bel Group A: Believe there should be more/less 
female IL elected officials 
24 
gen_betrldrs_thi Group A: Think men make better political 
leaders 
24 
gen_wellqual_thi Group A: Think would vote for female 
candidate  
24 
gen_equalnum_thi Group A: Think there should be more/less 
female IL elected officials 
25 
gen_betrldrs_feel Group A: Feel men make better political 
leaders 
25 
gen_wellqual_feel Group A: Feel would vote for female 
candidate  
25 
gen_equalnum_feel Group A: Feel there should be more/less 
female IL elected officials 
26 
gen_betrldrs_col Collapse of gen_betrldrs_bel, 
gen_betrldrs_thi, gen_betrldrs_feel 
43 
gen_wellqual_col Collapse of gen_wellqual_bel, 
gen_wellqual_thi, gen_wellqual_feel 
43 
gen_equalnum_col Collapse of gen_equalnum_bel, 
gen_equalnum_thi, gen_equalnum_feel 
43 
Economic Situation 
betteroff_now Economic situation better now for 
you/family than year ago 
26 
betteroff_1yr Economic situation expectation for next 
year 
26 
betteroff_other Economic situation for those worse off, 
better now than year ago 
27 
Religious Behavior 
relig_att_often Religion, attend services frequency 30 
relig_att_lstmo Religion, attend services in last month 31 
relig_type Religion, attend services type 31 
religion Religion, Christian, other type, none 31 
relig_denom If Christian, denomination 32 
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relig_epis Episcopalian, specific  32 
relig_bapt Baptist, specific 33 
relig_bret Brethren, specific  33 
relig_coc Church of Christ, specific 33 
relig_cog Church of God, specific 33 
relig_luth Lutheran, specific 34 
relig_meth Methodist, specific 34 
relig_pres Presbyterian, specific 34 
relig_crc Christian Reformed Church, specific 35 
relig_mean Definition of Christian 35 
relig_what If Non-Christian, what religion 35 
Born Again Series 
born_again1 Group A:Born again Christian or 
evangelical, Y/N 
36 
born_again2 Group B:Born again Christian or 
evangelical, Y/N 
36 
born_again3 Group C:Born again Christian, Y/N 37 
born_again_evan Group C: Evangelical Christian, Y/N 37 
Biblical Literalism Series 
bible_feel Group A: Feel bible is fact, inspired, fable 37 
bible_tho Group B: Thoughts about bible: fact, 
inspired, fable 
38 
bible_bel Group C: Beliefs about bible: fact, inspired, 
fable 
38 
Homeownership Series 
rent_own1 Group A: own or rent home 40 
rent_own2 Group B: own or rent home 40 
ownhome Group C: own home 41 
renthome Group C: rent home 41 
Demographics 
gender Gender of Respondent 27 
education Last level of education completed 27 
ideology Liberal, Conservative, Moderate 28 
ideology_scale Original or reverse scale 28 
party_aff Political Party Affiliation 28 
teaparty Tea Party member 28 
employ_time Full time, part time, or retired 29 
employ_type Employed, from employer sector 29 
retired_type Retired, from employer sector 29 
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unemp_past12mo Household member, unemployed in past 12 
months 
30 
union Any household member belong to union 30 
birth_yr Year of birth 38 
rac_eth Race or Ethnicity 39 
hh_inc Household income, category 39 
fips FIPS code 41 
adi Area of dominant influence 41 
dma Designated market area 41 
msa Metropolitan statistical area 41 
nielson Nielson media research county size 
definition 
42 
census Census division 42 
date Date of the interview 42 
duration Length of interview in minutes 42 
party_recode Party recode, collapse of party_aff 42 
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Data Description and Frequencies 
Hello. This is (name) calling for The Public Policy Institute at Southern Illinois University. First, I want 
you to know that I’m not trying to sell you anything. We’re conducting a study to find out what voters 
think about some public policy questions that are important to the State of Illinois. Your household was 
selected at random to participate. According to our research procedure, may I please speak to the 
youngest registered voter in the household?  
 
Respondent id number 
 
[VAR: id] 
 
Remarks: Each respondent was given a unique id number.  
 
 
Region 
 
[VAR: region] 
 
Response Value Label Frequency 
City of Chicago 1 180 
Suburban Chicago 2 420 
Northern/Central 3 300 
Southern 4 100 
 
 
General Outlook 
1. Generally speaking, do you think things in our country are going in the right direction, or are they off 
track and heading in the wrong direction? 
[VAR: rwdirusa] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Right direction 1 192 
Wrong direction 2 714 
Other/Don’t know 3 94 
Remarks: If the participant was unsure, the interviewer probed, “well, on balance, are things going in the 
right direction or the wrong direction?” 
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2. Generally speaking, are things in Illinois going in the right direction, or are they off track and heading 
in the wrong direction? 
[VAR: rwdiril] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Right direction 1 149 
Wrong direction 2 745 
Other/Don’t know 3 106 
Remarks: If the participant was unsure, the interviewer probed, “well, on balance, are things going in the 
right direction or the wrong direction?” 
 
3. And how are things going in your city or area of the state? In general, are things in your city or area 
going in the right direction, or are they off track and heading in the wrong direction. 
[VAR: rwdirlocal] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Right direction 1 520 
Wrong direction 2 375 
Other/Don’t know 3 105 
Remarks: If the participant was unsure, the interviewer probed, “well, on balance, are things going in the 
right direction or the wrong direction?” 
 
4. Taking everything into account, would you say the overall quality of life in your area is... 
[VAR: qlife] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Excellent 1 104 
Good 2 356 
Average 3 338 
Not so good 4 136 
Poor 5 66 
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Election Behavior 
8. Now I’d like for you to tell me how President Barack Obama is doing his job. Do you strongly 
approve, somewhat approve, somewhat disapprove, or strongly disapprove of the job President Obama is 
doing? 
[VAR: app_pres_oba] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Strongly approve 1 214 
Somewhat approve 2 304 
Somewhat disapprove 3 146 
Strongly disapprove 4 318 
Don’t know 5 18 
 
73. Now I’d like for you to tell me how Governor Pat Quinn is doing his job. Do you strongly approve, 
somewhat approve, somewhat disapprove, or strongly disapprove of the job Governor Quinn is doing? 
[VAR: app_gov_quin] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Strongly approve 1 59 
Somewhat approve 2 296 
Somewhat disapprove 3 247 
Strongly disapprove 4 317 
Don’t know 5 81 
 
13a. From what you know, do you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with the Tea Party 
movement, or do you not have an opinion? 
[VAR: app_teapar] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Strongly agree 1 77 
Agree 2 188 
Disagree 3 139 
Strongly disagree 4 283 
No opinion 5 285 
Other/don’t know 6 28 
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13b. Would you be much more likely, somewhat less likely, or much less likely to vote for a candidate 
that was affiliated with the Tea Party movement? 
[VAR: vote_teapar] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Much more likely 1 78 
Somewhat more likely 2 136 
Somewhat less likely 3 67 
Much less likely 4 344 
Neither 5 30 
Other/don’t know 6 32 
Not applicable IAP 313 
Remarks: Only asked if response to Q7 (1-4)/agree or disagree with the Tea Party movement. 
 
Section Introduction: Now, we have a few questions about the upcoming elections. 
78. As you may know, primary elections in Illinois will be held in March of 2012. Thinking ahead, are 
you likely to vote in the (rotate: Republican/Democratic) primary or will you probably not vote in the 
primary elections?  
[VAR: prim12_party] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Republican 1 320 
Democratic 2 394 
Probably not vote 3 160 
Other/Don’t know 4 126 
Remarks: If “Democratic” (2), “probably not vote” (3), or “other/don’t know” (4), skip to Q11. 
 
79. And if the Republican primary was being held today, would you vote for...? 
Note: The interviewer rotated the order that they read the names.  
[VAR: prim12_rep_pres] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Michelle Bachman 1 12 
Rick Perry 2 23 
Mitt Romney 3 66 
Ron Paul 4 21 
Newt Gingrich 5 24 
Rick Santorum 6 7 
Herman Cain 7 75 
Jon Huntsman 8 8 
Or someone else? 9 1 
Don’t Know 10 83 
Not Applicable  IAP 680 
Remarks: This question was only asked if Q10 was “Republican” (1).  
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a. And if the Republican primary was being held today, would you vote for...? (other) 
[VAR: prim12_rep_pres_oth] 
Response Frequency 
Not Applicable 999 
Chris Christie 1 
Remarks: Other response written in.  
 
Section Introduction: President Obama will be up for re-election in November 2012. We’d like to know 
how you might vote if different individuals were the Republican nominee. If you don’t know enough 
about that person to say how you’d vote, just tell me that. 
Note: The interviewer rotated the order that they read Q11-14.  
80. If the election were held today, and if Barack Obama was the Democratic candidate and Rick Perry 
was the Republican candidate, who would you vote for-Obama or Perry? 
[VAR: pres12_oba_per] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Obama 1 508 
Perry 2 328 
Don’t know enough 3 127 
Other 4 37 
 
81. If the election were held today, and if Barack Obama was the Democratic candidate and Herman Cain 
was the Republican candidate, who would you vote for-Obama or Cain? 
[VAR: pres12_oba_cai] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Obama 1 394 
Cain 2 289 
Don’t know enough 3 149 
Other 4 19 
Not applicable  IAP 149 
 
82. If the election were held today, and if Barack Obama was the Democratic candidate and Mitt Romney 
was the Republican candidate, who would you vote for-Obama or Romney? 
[VAR: pres12_oba_rom] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Obama 1 461 
Romney 2 385 
Don’t know enough 3 123 
Other 4 31 
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83. If the election were held today, and if Barack Obama was the Democratic candidate and Ron Paul was 
the Republican candidate, who would you vote for-Obama or Paul? 
[VAR: pres12_oba_pau] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Obama 1 493 
Paul 2 303 
Don’t know enough 3 172 
Other 4 32 
 
Illinois Political Reform 
Section Introduction: We also are interested in your opinions on political reform in Illinois. I’m going to 
read you some proposals that some people have offered. For each, I’d like you to tell me if you strongly 
favor, somewhat favor, somewhat oppose, or strongly oppose that idea. First is… 
Note: The interviewer rotated the order that they read Q15-19.  
 
21. A proposal to limit how long state legislators could serve.  It would limit state representatives to five 
consecutive two-year terms and state senators to three consecutive four-year terms. Would you favor or 
oppose this proposal? 
[VAR: term_lim_11] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Strongly favor 1 544 
Somewhat favor 2 206 
Somewhat oppose 3 85 
Strongly oppose 4 109 
Other/don’t know 5 56 
Remarks: If the respondent favored/opposed, the interviewer probed, “do you strongly favor/oppose?”  
 
23. A proposal to place limits on the amount that people could contribute to judicial campaigns, such as 
those for the Illinois Supreme Court. Would you favor or oppose this proposal? 
[VAR: cf_lim_judg] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Strongly favor 1 520 
Somewhat favor 2 194 
Somewhat oppose 3 105 
Strongly oppose 4 107 
Other/don’t know 5 74 
Remarks: If the respondent favored/opposed, the interviewer probed, “do you strongly favor/oppose?”  
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24. A proposal to eliminate contributions to judicial races by providing public funding for all candidates 
who qualify for it. Would you favor or oppose this proposal? 
[VAR: cf_pub_judg] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Strongly favor 1 292 
Somewhat favor 2 244 
Somewhat oppose 3 143 
Strongly oppose 4 201 
Other/don’t know 5 120 
Remarks: If the respondent favored/opposed, the interviewer probed, “do you strongly favor/oppose?”  
 
25.  A proposal to limit the amount of campaign money that party leaders can redistribute to other 
candidates in the general election. Would you favor or oppose this proposal? 
[VAR: cf_lim_leader] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Strongly favor 1 405 
Somewhat favor 2 209 
Somewhat oppose 3 112 
Strongly oppose 4 171 
Other/don’t know 5 103 
Remarks: If the respondent favored/opposed, the interviewer probed, “do you strongly favor/oppose?”  
 
26. Currently in Illinois, when voting in a primary election, the voter has to ask for a specific party’s 
ballot. Would you favor or oppose a proposal to change the primary-election process in Illinois so that 
voters do not have to publicly declare which party's ballot they have chosen? 
[VAR: prim_nodeclr] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Strongly favor 1 583 
Somewhat favor 2 135 
Somewhat oppose 3 68 
Strongly oppose 4 131 
Other/don’t know 5 83 
Remarks: If the respondent favored/opposed, the interviewer probed, “do you strongly favor/oppose?”  
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Legislative Redistricting 
Section Introduction: Next, we’d like to ask you two questions about the state legislative redistricting 
process in Illinois. 
6. One proposal for improving the state legislative redistricting process would have the Illinois Supreme 
Court add a neutral person to the redistricting panel in case of a partisan tie. Would you favor or oppose 
improving the state legislative redistricting process by having the Illinois Supreme Court add a neutral 
person to the redistricting panel in case of a partisan tie? 
[VAR: redist_neutral] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Strongly favor 1 358 
Somewhat favor 2 343 
Somewhat oppose 3 95 
Strongly oppose 4 71 
Other/don’t know 5 133 
Remarks: If the respondent favored/opposed, the interviewer probed, “do you strongly favor/oppose?”  
 
7. Other people have proposed a constitutional amendment that would have legislative district maps 
created and recommended by a commission that is independent of the elected representatives. Would you 
favor or oppose a constitutional amendment that would have legislative district maps created and 
recommended by a commission that is independent of the elected representatives? 
[VAR: redist_commis] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Strongly favor 1 318 
Somewhat favor 2 332 
Somewhat oppose 3 117 
Strongly oppose 4 74 
Other/don’t know 5 159 
Remarks: If the respondent favored/opposed, the interviewer probed, “do you strongly favor/oppose?”  
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Illinois Budget 
Section Introduction: Next I’m going to ask you a few questions about the state of Illinois’ budget. 
 
27. The state of Illinois has a budget deficit of over 3.7 billion dollars. I'm going to read three statements 
that people have made about how to fix the deficit, and ask you which one comes closest to your views. If 
you haven’t thought much about the issue, just tell me that. Illinois’ public programs and services have 
already been reduced significantly we can only fix the problem by taking in more revenue, such as a tax 
increase (1); the state takes in plenty of money to pay for public services, but wastes it on unnecessary 
programs. We can fix the problem by cutting waste and inefficiency in government (2); OR the Illinois’ 
budget problem is so large it can only be solved by a combination of budget cuts and revenue increases 
(3). 
[VAR: fix_deficit_il11] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
More revenue 1 69 
Cut waste and inefficiency 2 577 
Combination of cuts and  3 285 
Haven't thought much about it 4 30 
Don't know/No answer 5 39 
  
Section Introduction: There have been a number of proposals to address the state’s budget problems by 
making cuts in state programs and services. I’m going to read several areas where people have suggested 
that the state could make cuts. For each one that I read, I’d like you to tell me whether you favor or 
oppose budget cuts in that area, OK? 
Note: The interviewer rotated Q23-29. 
28. Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on kindergarten through high school education? 
[VAR: cuts_K12] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 165 
Oppose 2 800 
Other/don’t know 3 35 
 
29. Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on state universities? 
[VAR: cuts_he] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 382 
Oppose 2 541 
Other/don’t know 3 77 
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30. Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on public safety, such as state police and prison 
operations? 
[VAR: cuts_cops] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 206 
Oppose 2 738 
Other/don’t know 3 56 
 
31. Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on natural resources, such as state parks or 
environmental regulation? 
[VAR: cuts_parks] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 367 
Oppose 2 556 
Other/don’t know 3 77 
 
32. Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on programs for poor people? 
[VAR: cuts_poor] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 252 
Oppose 2 647 
Other/don’t know 3 101 
 
33. Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on programs for people with mental or physical 
disabilities? 
[VAR: cuts_disable] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 123 
Oppose 2 835 
Other/don’t know 3 42 
 
34. Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on pension benefits for state workers' retirement? 
[VAR: pen_cuts] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 455 
Oppose 2 480 
Other/don’t know 3 65 
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Section Introduction: There have been a number of proposals to address the state’s budget problems by 
finding ways to raise more money to pay for programs and services. I’m going to read several areas 
where people have suggested that more money could be raised. For each one that I read, I’d like you to 
tell me whether you favor or oppose raising revenues in that way, OK? 
Note: The interviewer rotated Q30-34. . 
 
35. Do you favor or oppose applying the state income tax to retirement income, such as pensions and 
Social Security? 
[VAR: tax_pens_ssi] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 213 
Oppose 2 733 
Other/don’t know 3 54 
 
b. Would you favor or oppose applying the state income tax to the retirement income of those 
earning more than $50,000 per year? 
[VAR: tax_retover50K] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 216 
Oppose 2 489 
Other/don’t know 3 28 
Not applicable IAP 267 
 
36. Do you favor or oppose raising the state sales tax rate? 
[VAR: tax_sales] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 220 
Oppose 2 741 
Other/don’t know 3 39 
 
37a. Do you favor or oppose expanding the sales tax to cover services like dry cleaning or haircuts, which 
are not currently taxed? 
[VAR: tax_services] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 501 
Oppose 2 459 
Other/don’t know 3 40 
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38. Do you favor or oppose a proposal expanding legalized gambling in the state? 
[VAR: gamble_exp] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 568 
Oppose 2 388 
Other/don’t know 3 44 
 
85. Do you favor or oppose a proposal to increase the tax on cigarettes by $1 per pack? 
[VAR: tax_cigs] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 692 
Oppose 2 285 
Other/don’t know 3 23 
 
86. The State of Illinois is late paying its bills to organizations that perform services and provide goods to 
the State. By law, it has to pay those vendors a high rate of interest on those late bills. I’m going to read 
two statements some people are making about how the State should deal with this situation, then ask you 
which statement comes closer to your views. If you haven’t thought much about the issue, just tell me 
that. The first is, the State should borrow money at a lower interest rate to pay off those late bills, saving 
money on interest and getting money to businesses and organizations that need to be paid—OR—the 
State should just pay its bills as well as it can with current funds and not borrow money to try to fix its 
problems. 
 [VAR: latepay_il] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Borrow and pay off bills 1 391 
Don’t borrow; pay with current funds 2 503 
Don’t know enough 3 87 
Other 4 19 
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Immigration 
Section Introduction: The subject of immigration has been controversial in some areas. We are interested 
in what people in Illinois think about illegal immigration in the U.S. Do you favor or oppose… 
89. Providing a way for illegal immigrants currently in the country to gain legal citizenship if they pass 
background checks, pay fines and have jobs. 
[VAR: img_road2cit] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 608 
Oppose 2 358 
Other/don’t know 3 34 
 
90. Stronger enforcement of immigration laws and border security. 
[VAR: img_enforce] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 860 
Oppose 2 116 
Other/don’t know 3 24 
 
91. Requiring local law enforcement in Illinois to arrest illegal immigrants. 
[VAR: img_localarrest] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 637 
Oppose 2 297 
Other/don’t know 3 66 
 
92. Allowing illegal immigrants brought to the U.S. as children to gain legal resident status if they join 
the military or go to college. 
[VAR: img_childlegres] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 566 
Oppose 2 356 
Other/don’t know 3 78 
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93. Charging illegal immigrants who graduate from Illinois high schools the same in-state tuition as state 
universities charge legal residents of Illinois. 
[VAR: img_instatetuit] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Favor 1 633 
Oppose 2 307 
Other/don’t know 3 60 
 
Political Polarization 
Section Introduction: Thinking about Government in Washington, now… 
98. Some people have said that government in Washington does not work well because of a lack of a civil 
tone. Who do you blame more for the lack of civility in Washington – (rotate: Republicans/Democrats) 
the (Republicans/Democrats) in Washington or the (Republicans/Democrats) in Washington? 
 [VAR: civility1] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Democrats 1 182 
Republicans 2 372 
Both 3 356 
Neither 4 35 
Other/Don’t know 5 55 
Remarks: If the respondent said “Democrats” (1) or “Republicans” (2), the interviewer skipped to Q42.  
 
c. Well, on balance, who do you blame more, (rotate: same order as Q41) the Republicans or the 
Democrats?  
[VAR: civility2] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Democrats 1 94 
Republicans 2 92 
Both 3 184 
Neither 4 29 
Other/Don’t know 5 47 
Not applicable IAP 554 
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100. Would you be more likely or less likely to vote for a political candidate who is willing to make 
compromises in order to get things done? 
[VAR: will2compro] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Much more 1 514 
Somewhat more 2 282 
Somewhat less 3 49 
Much less 4 53 
Other/Don’t know 5 102 
Remarks: If the respondent said more likely or less likely the interviewer asked “is that much more/less 
likely or somewhat more/less likely?” 
 
Women in Politics Series 
Note: Respondents were asked one of the three versions.  
 
GROUP A  
Note: 1/3 of the respondents were asked these questions.  
Section Introduction: Following are a few questions about what you believe about women and politics. 
W1a. Generally, do you BELIEVE men make better political leaders, women make better political 
leaders, or is there no difference? 
[VAR: gen_betrldrs_bel] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Men 1 25 
Women 2 42 
No difference 3 260 
Don’t know 4 5 
Not applicable IAP 668 
 
W1b. If your party nominated a generally well-qualified female candidate, do you BELIEVE you would 
vote for her? 
[VAR: gen_wellqual_bel] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 321 
No 2 4 
Don’t know 3 7 
Not applicable IAP 668 
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W1c. What about in Illinois? Generally speaking, do you BELIEVE there should be more women 
elected officials in Illinois, fewer, or is there about the right number of women elected officials in 
Illinois? 
[VAR: gen_equalnum_bel] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
More 1 155 
Fewer 2 5 
About right 3 87 
Don’t know 4 85 
Not applicable IAP 668 
 
GROUP B  
Note: 1/3 of the respondents were asked these questions.  
Section Introduction: Following are a few questions about what you THINK about women and politics. 
W2a. Generally, do you THINK men make better political leaders, women make better political leaders, 
or is there no difference? 
[VAR: gen_betrldrs_thi] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Men 1 23 
Women 2 43 
No difference 3 259 
Don’t know 4 10 
Not applicable IAP 665 
 
W2b. If your party nominated a generally well-qualified female candidate, do you THINK you would 
vote for her? 
[VAR: gen_wellqual_thi] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 312 
No 2 12 
Don’t know 3 11 
Not applicable IAP 665 
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W2c. What about in Illinois? Generally speaking, do you THINK there should be more women elected 
officials in Illinois, fewer, or is there about the right number of women elected officials in 
Illinois? 
[VAR: gen_equalnum_thi] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
More 1 176 
Fewer 2 8 
About right 3 86 
Don’t know 4 65 
Not applicable IAP 665 
 
GROUP C  
Note: 1/3 of the respondents were asked these questions.  
Section Introduction: Following are a few questions about what you FEEL about women and politics. 
W3a. Generally, do you FEEL men make better political leaders, women make better political leaders, 
or is there no difference? 
[VAR: gen_equalnum_feel] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Men 1 27 
Women 2 40 
No difference 3 261 
Don’t know 4 5 
Not applicable IAP 667 
 
W3b. If your party nominated a generally well-qualified female candidate, do you FEEL you would 
vote for her? 
[VAR: gen_wellqual_feel] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 315 
No 2 6 
Don’t know 3 12 
Not applicable IAP 667 
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W3c. What about in Illinois? Generally speaking, do you FEEL there should be more women elected 
officials in Illinois, fewer, or is there about the right number of women elected officials in 
Illinois? 
[VAR: gen_equalnum_feel] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
More 1 140 
Fewer 2 10 
About right 3 97 
Don’t know 4 86 
Not applicable IAP 667 
 
Economic Situation 
Section Introduction: Next, we are interested in how people are doing financially in Illinois. 
59. Overall, and speaking generally, would you say your family’s economic situation is better than it was 
a year ago, worse than it was a year ago, or about the same? 
[VAR: betteroff_now] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Better 1 92 
Worse 2 417 
About the same 3 478 
Other/Don’t know 4 13 
 
60. And what about in the coming year? Overall, and speaking generally, do you expect your family’s 
economic situation next year will be better than it has been this year, worse than it has been this year, or 
about the same as this year? 
[VAR: betteroff_1yr] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Better 1 188 
Worse 2 247 
About the same 3 518 
Other/Don’t know 4 47 
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101. And what about people who are financially worse off than you? Overall, and speaking generally, do 
you expect their economic situation next year will be better than it has been this year, worse than it has 
been this year, or about the same as this year? 
[VAR: betteroff_other] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Better 1 119 
Worse 2 473 
About the same 3 346 
Other/Don’t know 4 62 
 
Demographics 
Section Introduction: And now just a few more questions for classification purposes… 
62. Gender 
[VAR: gender] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Male 1 400 
Female 2 600 
Remarks: The interviewer recorded gender by observation.  
65. What is the last level of education you have completed? Is it . . . 
[VAR: education] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Less than high school 1 26 
High school 2 183 
Some college 3 229 
Associate’s degree 4 103 
Bachelor’s degree 5 209 
Graduate or professional degree 6 234 
Other/Don’t know 7 16 
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64. Generally speaking, in politics today, do you consider yourself…? 
Note: The interviewer reversed the scale for half of the sample.  
[VAR: ideology] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Very liberal 1 83 
Somewhat liberal 2 173 
Moderate 3 340 
Somewhat conservative 4 243 
Very conservative 5 109 
Other/Don’t know 6 52 
 
a. [VAR: ideology_scale] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Original scale 1 503 
Reverse scale 2 497 
 
65. Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat or an Independent?  
 [VAR: party_aff] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Strong Democrat 1 221 
Not-strong Democrat 2 83 
Independent Democrat 3 141 
Pure Independent 4 194 
Independent Republican 5 113 
Not-strong Republican 6 94 
Strong Republican 7 105 
Other/Don’t know 8 49 
Remarks: If the respondent said that they were a Republican/Democrat, the interviewer probed “would 
you call yourself a strong Republican/Democrat or a not-so-strong Republican/Democrat?” If the 
respondent said that they were an independent, the interviewer probed “do you consider yourself closer to 
the Republican or Democratic party?” 
 
101a. Do you consider yourself a member of or a supporter of the “tea party” movement? 
[VAR: teaparty 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 158 
No 2 751 
Other/Don’t know 3 91 
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102. Are you now employed full-time, employed part-time, retired, or not currently employed?   
[VAR: employ_time] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Full-time 1 388 
Part-time 2 96 
Retired 3 377 
Not employed 4 116 
Other/Don’t know 5 23 
Remarks: If the respondent said that they were “full-time” (1) or “part-time” (2), the interviewer 
proceeded to ask them Q52. If the respondent said that they were “retired” (3), the interviewer proceeded 
to ask them Q53. If they were “not employed” or “other/don’t know/refused” (9), the interviewer skipped 
to Q54.  
 
103a. Are you an employee of a private company or business, an employee of a non-profit organization, a 
government employee, or self-employed in your own business or professional practice? 
[VAR: employ_type] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Private 1 240 
Non-Profit 2 59 
Government 3 85 
Self-Employed 4 75 
Other/Don’t know 5 25 
Not applicable IAP 516 
 
103b. Are you retired from a private company or business, a non-profit organization, a governmental 
agency, or were you self-employed in your own business or professional practice? 
[VAR: retire_type] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Private 1 158 
Non-Profit 2 32 
Government 3 105 
Self-Employed 4 51 
Other/Don’t know 5 31 
Not applicable IAP 623 
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104. Over the past 12 months, has there been a time when you or someone in your household has been 
without a job and looking for work? 
[VAR: unemp_past12mo] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 365 
No 2 612 
Other/Don’t know 3 23 
 
105. Are you or is anyone in your household a member of or a retiree from a labor union? 
[VAR: union] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 235 
No 2 745 
Other/Don’t know 3 20 
 
Religious Behavior 
R01.Lots of things come up that keep people from attending religious services even if they want to. Apart 
from occasional weddings, baptisms or funerals, how often do you go to religious services: every week, 
almost every week, once or twice a month, a few times a year, or never? 
 [VAR: relig_att_often] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Every week 1 290 
Almost every week 2 91 
Once or twice a month 3 119 
A few times a year 4 267 
Never 5 184 
Refused 6 49 
Remarks: If “every week” (1), “almost every week” (2), or “once or twice a month” (3) go to RO1A. If “a 
few times a year” (4), “never” (5), or “refused” (6), go to RO2B.  
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R01A. Ok, You're someone who usually goes to services (insert answer from R01). Sometimes even 
people who go to church (insert answer from R01) go more or less than usual. How about in the 
past month, did you go to church every week, two or three times, only once, or not at all in the 
past month.  
[VAR: relig_att_lstmo] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Every week 1 267 
Two or three times 2 150 
Only once 3 52 
Not at all in the past month 4 27 
Other/Don’t know 5 5 
Not applicable IAP 500 
Remarks: Only asked if R01 “every week,” “almost every week,” or “once/twice a month.” 
 
R02A.  Do you attend a place of worship that is Christian or some other religion?  
[VAR: relig_type] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Christian 1 459 
Some other religion 2 34 
Don’t know 8 1 
Refused 9 6 
Not applicable IAP 500 
Remarks: Only asked if R01 “every week,” “almost every week,” or “once/twice a month.” If “Christian” 
(1), go to R04. If “some other religion” (2), go to R05. If “refused” (9), “don’t know (8), or missing 
(IAP), go to “Biblical Literalism Series.”  
 
R02B. Do you consider yourself Christian, some other religion, or no religion? 
[VAR: religion] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Christian 1 347 
Some other religion 2 39 
No religion 3 77 
Don’t know 8 1 
Refused 9 36 
Not applicable IAP 500 
Remarks: Only asked if R01 “a few times a year” (4), “never” (5) , or “refused” (6). If “Christian” (1), go 
to R04. If “some other religion” (2), go to R05. If “no religion” (3), “don’t know” (8), or 
“refused” (9), go to “Biblical Literalism Series.”  
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R04. What church or denomination is that?  
[VAR: relig_denom] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Anglican or Episcopalian 1 4 
Assembly of God 2 5 
Baptist 3 96 
Catholic or Roman Catholic 5 288 
Church (or Churches) of Christ 6 12 
Congregationalist 8 3 
Disciples of Christ 9 2 
Holiness 10 1 
Latter Day Saints or LDS 12 1 
Lutheran 13 55 
Methodist 14 71 
Non-denominational 16 58 
Orthodox 17 7 
Pentecostal 18 8 
Presbyterian 19 22 
Reformed 20 2 
United Church of Christ 21 10 
Christian or Just Christian 30 28 
Protestant or Just Protestant 31 15 
Other 80 74 
Don't know 88 24 
Refused 89 20 
Not Applicable IAP 194 
Remarks: Only asked if R02A or R02B “Christian.” 
 
R04Ang. Is your church part of Episcopalian Church in the United States, the Anglican Church in 
North America, or some other Anglican group?  
[VAR: relig_epis] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Episcopalian Church in the United States 1 3 
Other 7 1 
Not applicable IAP 996 
Remarks: This question was only asked of those that said they were Anglican or Episcopalian on QR04. 
After this they skipped to the “Born Again Series.”  
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R04Bapt.  With which Baptist group is your church associated?  Is it the Southern Baptist Convention, 
the American Baptist Churches in the U.S.A., the American Baptist Association, an 
independent Baptist church or some other Baptist group?  
[VAR: relig_bapt] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Southern Baptist Convention 1 24 
American Baptist Churches (in USA) 2 15 
National Baptist Convention 3 2 
Independent Baptist 4 19 
Just Baptist 5 15 
Other 7 10 
Don’t know 8 11 
Not applicable IAP 904 
Remarks: This question was only asked of those that said they were Baptist on QR04. After this they 
skipped to the “Born Again Series.”  
 
R04Breth.  Is this the church of the Brethren, the Plymouth Brethren, or what?  
[VAR: relig_bret] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Not applicable IAP 1000 
Remarks: This question was only asked of those that said they were Brethren on QR04. After this they 
skipped to the “Born Again Series.”  
 
R04CofC.  Is this the Church of Christ or the United Church of Christ?  
[VAR: relig_coc] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Church of Christ 1 10 
United Church of Christ 2 2 
Not applicable IAP 988 
Remarks: This question was only asked of those that said they were part of the Church of God on QR04. 
After this they skipped to the “Born Again Series.”  
 
R04CofG. Is this the Church of God of Anderson, Indiana; the Church of God of Cleveland, 
Tennessee; the Church of God in Christ; or some other Church of God?  
[VAR: relig_cog] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Not applicable IAP 1000 
Remarks: This question was only asked of those that said they were part of the Church of God on QR04. 
After this they skipped to the “Born Again Series.”  
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R04Luth.  Is this church part of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, the Missouri Synod, or 
some other Lutheran group?  
[VAR: relig_luth] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Evangelical Lutheran Church 1 20 
Missouri Synod 2 21 
Just Lutheran 3 9 
Other 7 3 
Don’t know 8 2 
Not applicable IAP 945 
Remarks: This question was only asked of those that said they were Lutheran on QR04. After this they 
skipped to the “Born Again Series.”  
 
R04Meth. Is your church part of the United Methodist Church, African Methodist Episcopal, or some 
other Methodist group?  
[VAR: relig_meth] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
United Methodist Church 1 62 
African Methodist Episcopal 2 4 
Just Methodist 3 2 
Other 7 1 
Don’t know 8 2 
Not applicable IAP 929 
Remarks: This question was only asked of those that said they were Methodist on QR04. After this they 
skipped to the “Born Again Series.”  
 
R04Pres.  Is this the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. or some other Presbyterian group?  
[VAR: relig_pres] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Presbyterian Church USA (formerly United Presbyterian Church) 1 18 
Presbyterian Church in America 2 1 
Just Presbyterian 3 3 
Not applicable IAP 978 
Remarks: This question was only asked of those that said they were Presbyterian on QR04. After this they 
skipped to the “Born Again Series.”  
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R04Ref. Is this the Christian Reformed Church, the Reformed Church in America or some other 
Reformed group?  
[VAR: relig_crc] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Christian Reformed Church 1 1 
Other 7 1 
Not applicable IAP 998 
Remarks: This question was only asked of those that said they were part of the Reformed church on 
QR04. After this they skipped to the “Born Again Series.”  
 
R04Just.  When you say "Christian" does that mean the denomination called the "Christian Church 
Disciples of Christ," or some other Christian denomination, or do you mean to say "I am 
just a Christian"?   
[VAR: relig_mean] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Disciples of Christ 1 4 
I am just Christian 2 22 
Other 7 2 
Not applicable IAP 972 
Remarks: This question was only asked of those that said they were “Christian or Just Christian” on 
QR04. After this they skipped to the “Born Again Series.”  
 
R05.  What religion is that?  
[VAR: relig_what] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Buddhist 2 5 
Hindu 3 3 
Islam or Muslim 4 6 
Jewish – Conservative 5 5 
Jewish – Reform 6 11 
Jewish or Just Jewish 8 2 
Spiritual 10 1 
Other 80 32 
Don’t know 88 1 
Refused 89 7 
Not applicable IAP 927 
Remarks: This question was only asked of those that said they were “some other religion” on QR02A or 
QR02B. After this they skipped to the “Biblical Literalism Series.”  
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Born Again Series 
Note: B1-B3b only asked of those who answered something other than Catholic, LDS, Mormon, 
Jehovah’s Witness, or Orthodox on QR04. Qualifying respondents were asked one of three versions.  
GROUP A 
Note: Asked of 1/3 of the sample. 
B1. Do you consider yourself a born-again or evangelical Christian?  
[VAR: born_again1] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 39 
No 2 70 
Born-Again 3 29 
Evangelical 4 11 
Don’t know 5 13 
Refused 6 6 
Not applicable IAP 832 
Remarks: This was asked as a yes/no question. The interviewer did not probe for other answers but 
sometimes they were offered.  
 
GROUP B 
Note: Asked of 1/3 of the sample. 
B2. Do you consider yourself a born-again or evangelical Christian?  
[VAR: born_again2] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Born-again 1 54 
Evangelical 2 34 
No 3 57 
Yes or Both 4 8 
Don’t know 5 11 
Refused 6 3 
Not applicable IAP 833 
Remarks: This was asked as a yes/no question. The interviewer did not probe for other answers but 
sometimes they were offered.  
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GROUP C  
Note: Asked of 1/3 of the sample. 
B3a. Do you consider yourself a born-again Christian? 
[VAR: born_again3] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 91 
No 2 79 
Don’t know 3 5 
Not applicable IAP 825 
 
B3b. Do you consider yourself an evangelical Christian? 
[VAR: born_again_evan] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 37 
No 2 118 
Don’t know 3 19 
Refused 4 1 
Not applicable IAP 825 
 
Biblical Literalism Series 
All respondents were asked one of three versions.  
GROUP A   
Note: Asked of 1/3 of the sample. 
BLa. Which of these statements comes closest to describing your FEELINGS about the Bible?: 
the Bible is the actual word of God and is to be taken literally, word for word; the Bible is the inspired 
word of God but not everything in it should be taken literally, word for word; OR the Bible is an ancient 
book of fables, legends, history, and moral precepts recorded by men. 
  
 [VAR: bible_feel] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Word of God 1 85 
Inspired word of God 2 155 
Fables 3 55 
Don’t know 4 37 
Not applicable IAP 668 
Remarks: The interviewer read the statements in random order.  
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GROUP B   
Note: Asked of 1/3 of the sample. 
BLb. Which of these statements comes closest to describing your THOUGHTS about the Bible?: 
the Bible is the actual word of God and is to be taken literally, word for word; the Bible is the inspired 
word of God but not everything in it should be taken literally, word for word; OR the Bible is an ancient 
book of fables, legends, history, and moral precepts recorded by men.  
[VAR: bible_tho] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Word of God 1 89 
Inspired word of God 2 156 
Fables 3 64 
Don’t know 4 26 
Not applicable IAP 665 
Remarks: The interviewer read the statements in random order. 
 
GROUP C   
Note: Asked of 1/3 of the sample. 
BLc. Which of these statements comes closest to describing your BELIEFS about the Bible?: the Bible is 
the actual word of God and is to be taken literally, word for word; the Bible is the inspired word of God 
but not everything in it should be taken literally, word for word; OR the Bible is an ancient book of 
fables, legends, history, and moral precepts recorded by men. 
[VAR: bible_bel] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Word of God 1 84 
Inspired word of God 2 161 
Fables 3 52 
Don’t know 4 36 
Not applicable IAP 667 
Remarks: The interviewer read the statements in random order. 
 
Demographics 
68. For classification purposes, I need to know the year of your birth—the last two digits of your birth 
year would be fine.  
[VAR: birth_yr] 
Remarks: If the respondent didn’t know or refused, the interviewer coded their answer as 1900.   
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70. For statistical purposes only, we’d like to know your racial or ethnic group.  
[VAR: rac_eth] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
White 1 781 
Black 2 103 
Asian 3 15 
Hispanic 4 16 
Multiracial 5 19 
Other 6 18 
Refused 7 48 
Remarks: If necessary the interviewer probed “most people consider themselves white, Black, Asian, or 
Hispanic.” 
 
72. And finally, again for statistical purposes, we’d like a rough estimate of your total household income 
LAST YEAR. Just stop me when I get to your category. Was it…? 
[VAR: hh_inc] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Under 25,000 1 117 
25,001 - 35,000 2 91 
35,001 – 50,000 3 120 
50,001 – 70,000 4 129 
70,001 – 100,000 5 149 
100,001 – 150,000 6 118 
Over 150,000 7 77 
Refused 8 199 
Remarks: This was asked as a yes/no question, other responses were only coded if they were offered by 
the respondent.  
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Homeownership Series 
All respondents were asked one of three versions.  
GROUP A   
Note: Asked of 1/3 of the sample. 
Ha1. Do you own or rent your home?  
[VAR: rent_own1] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 94 
No 2 10 
Rent 3 44 
Own 4 170 
Don’t know 5 1 
Refused 6 13 
Not applicable IAP 668 
Remarks: This was asked as a yes/no question. The interviewer did not probe for other answers but 
sometimes they were offered.  
 
GROUP B   
Note: Asked of 1/3 of the sample. 
Ha2. Do you own or rent your home?  
[VAR: rent_own2] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Own 1 271 
Rent 2 46 
Yes 3 4 
No 4 1 
Refused 6 13 
Not applicable IAP 665 
Remarks: This was asked as a yes/no question. The interviewer did not probe for other answers but 
sometimes they were offered.  
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GROUP C 
Note: Asked of 1/3 of the sample. 
Ha3. Do you own your home? 
[VAR: ownhome] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 249 
No 2 64 
Don’t know 3 1 
Refused 4 19 
Not applicable IAP 667 
Remarks: This was asked as a yes/no question. The interviewer did not probe for other answers but 
sometimes they were offered.  
 
Hb3. Do you rent your home? 
[VAR: renthome] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 54 
No 2 258 
Don’t know 3 1 
Refused 4 20 
Not applicable IAP 667 
Remarks: This was asked as a yes/no question. The interviewer did not probe for other answers but 
sometimes they were offered.  
 
FIPS code 
[VAR: fips] 
 
Area of dominant influence 
[VAR: adi] 
 
Designated market area 
[VAR: dma] 
 
Metropolitan statistical area 
[VAR: msa] 
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Nielson media research county size definition 
[VAR: nielson] 
Census division 
[VAR: census] 
Date of interview 
[VAR: date] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
10/11/11 1 149 
10/12/11 2 226 
10/13/11 3 188 
10/14/11 4 189 
10/15/11 5 142 
10/16/11 6 106 
Length of interview in minutes 
[VAR: duration] 
 
And that’s all the questions we have. Thank you for your time and cooperation with this very important 
survey. Goodbye. 
Party recode 
[VAR: party_recode] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Dem 1 445 
Ind 2 194 
Rep 3 312 
Missing IAP 49 
 
Election Behavior 
Collapse of vote_teapar 
[VAR: teapar_collapse] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
More likely 1 214 
Less likely 2 411 
Missing IAP 375 
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Women in Politics Series 
Collapse of gen_betrldrs_bel, gen_betrldrs_thi, gen_betrldrs_feel 
[VAR: gen_betrldrs_col] 
Response Value Label Frequency 
Men 1 75 
Women 2 125 
No Difference 3 780 
Don’t know 4 20 
Collapse of gen_wellqual_bel, gen_wellqual_thi, gen_wellqual_feel 
[VAR: gen_wellqual_col ]  
Response Value Label Frequency 
Yes 1 948 
No 2 22 
Don’t know 3 30 
Collapse of gen_equalnum_bel, gen_equalnum_thi, gen_equalnum_feel 
[VAR: gen_equalnum_col]  
Response Value Label Frequency 
More 1 471 
Fewer 2 23 
About right 3 270 
Don’t know 4 236 
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PAUL SIMON PUBLIC POLICY INSTITUTE 
2011 FALL SIMON POLL QUESTIONNAIRE PRE-TEST DRAFT 
I&A Job #14067 
 
Hello.  This is [NAME] calling for The Public Policy Institute at Southern Illinois University.  First, I 
want you to know that I’m not trying to sell you anything.  We’re conducting a study to find out what 
voters think about some public policy questions that are important to the State of Illinois.  Your household 
was selected at random to participate. According to our research procedure, may I please speak to the 
youngest registered voter in the household? (REPEAT INTRO IF NECESSARY) 
1. First, we’d like to know what you think about the direction of the United States of America. 
Generally speaking, do you think things in our country are going in the right direction, or are they 
off track and heading in the wrong direction? (IF UNSURE PROBE: Well, on balance, are things 
going in the right direction or the wrong direction?) 
1) Right direction 
2) Wrong direction 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
2. And what about the direction of the State of Illinois? Generally speaking, are things in Illinois 
going in the right direction, or are they off track and heading in the wrong direction? (IF UNSURE, 
PROBE) 
1) Right direction 
2) Wrong direction 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
3. And how are things going in your city or area of the state? In general, are things in your city or area 
going in the right direction, or are they off track and heading in the wrong direction? (IF UNSURE, 
PROBE) 
1) Right direction 
2) Wrong direction 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
4.  Regardless of what you think about the direction in your part of the state, tell us what you think 
about the overall quality of life in your area. Taking everything into account, would you say the 
overall quality of life in your area is . . .? 
1) Excellent 
2) Good 
3) Average 
4) Not so good, or  
5) Poor 
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8.  Now I’d like for you to tell me how President Barack Obama is doing his job. Do you strongly 
approve, somewhat approve, somewhat disapprove, or strongly disapprove of the job President 
Obama is doing? 
1) Strongly approve 
2) Somewhat approve 
3) Somewhat disapprove 
4) Strongly disapprove 
5) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
73. Now I’d like for you to tell me how Governor Pat Quinn is doing his job. Do you strongly 
approve, somewhat approve, somewhat disapprove, or strongly disapprove of the job Governor 
Quinn is doing? 
1) Strongly approve 
2) Somewhat approve 
3) Somewhat disapprove 
4) Strongly disapprove 
5) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
13a. From what you know, do you strongly agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree with the Tea Party 
movement, or do you not have an opinion? 
1) Strongly agree 
2) Agree 
3) Disagree 
4) Strongly disagree 
5) (DO NOT READ) No opinion 
6) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
[IF 13a=1-4 / AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH TEA PARTY MOVEMENT] 
13b. Would you be much more likely, somewhat more likely, somewhat less likely, or much less likely 
to vote for a candidate who was affiliated with the Tea Party movement? 
1)  Much more likely 
2) Somewhat more likely 
3) Somewhat less likely 
4) Much less likely 
5) (DO NOT READ) Neither 
6) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
Now, we have a few questions about the upcoming elections. 
78. As you may know, primary elections in Illinois will be held in March of 2012. Thinking ahead, are 
you likely to vote in the [ROTATE: Republican/Democratic] primary or will you probably not 
vote in the primary elections?  
1) Republican 
2) Democratic [SKIP TO 15] 
3) Probably not vote [SKIP TO 15] 
4) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know [SKIP TO 15] 
 
[IF 78=1 / REPUBLICAN] 
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79. And if the Republican primary was being held today, would you vote for…? [RANDOMIZE 
CANDIDATES 1-9] 
1) Michelle Bachman 
2) Rick Perry 
3) Mitt Romney 
4) Ron Paul 
5) Newt Gingrich 
6) Rick Santorum 
7) Herman Cain 
8) Jon Huntsman 
9) Or someone else? (specify)  _____________ 
10) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
President Obama will be up for re-election in November 2012. We’d like to know how you might vote if 
different individuals were the Republican nominee. If you don’t know enough about that person to say 
how you’d vote, just tell me that… [ROTATE 80-83] 
 
80. If the election were held today, and if Barack Obama was the Democratic candidate and Rick Perry 
was the Republican candidate, who would you vote for—Obama or Perry?  
1) Obama 
2) Perry 
3) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know enough 
4) (DO NOT READ) Other 
 
81. If the election were held today, and if Barack Obama was the Democratic candidate and Herman 
Cain was the Republican candidate, who would you vote for—Obama or Cain?  
1) Obama 
2) Cain 
3) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know enough 
4)  (DO NOT READ) Other 
 
82. If the election were held today, and if Barack Obama was the Democratic candidate and Mitt 
Romney was the Republican candidate, who would you vote for—Obama or Romney?  
1) Obama 
2) Romney 
3)  (DO NOT READ) Don’t know enough 
4)  (DO NOT READ) Other 
 
83. If the election were held today, and if Barack Obama was the Democratic candidate and Ron Paul 
was the Republican candidate, who would you vote for—Obama or Paul?  
1) Obama 
2) Paul 
3) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know enough 
4)  (DO NOT READ) Other 
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We also are interested in your opinions on political reform in Illinois. I’m going to read you some 
proposals that some people have offered. For each, I’d like you to tell me if you strongly favor, somewhat 
favor, somewhat oppose, or strongly oppose that idea. First is… [ROTATE ORDER OF PROPOSALS] 
21. A proposal to limit how long state legislators could serve. It would limit state representatives to five 
consecutive two-year terms and state senators to three consecutive four-year terms. Would you 
favor or oppose this proposal? (INTERVIEWER: IF FAVOR / OPPOSE ASK: DO YOU 
STRONGLY FAVOR / OPPOSE?) 
1) Strongly favor 
2) Somewhat favor 
3) Somewhat oppose 
4) Strongly oppose 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
23. A proposal to place limits on the amount that people could contribute to judicial campaigns, such 
as those for the Illinois Supreme Court. Would you favor or oppose this proposal? 
(INTERVIEWER: IF FAVOR / OPPOSE ASK: DO YOU STRONGLY FAVOR / OPPOSE?) 
1) Strongly favor 
2) Somewhat favor 
3) Somewhat oppose 
4) Strongly oppose 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
24. A proposal to eliminate contributions to judicial races by providing public funding for all 
candidates who qualify for it. Would you favor or oppose this proposal? (INTERVIEWER: IF 
FAVOR / OPPOSE ASK: DO YOU STRONGLY FAVOR / OPPOSE?) 
1) Strongly favor 
2) Somewhat favor 
3) Somewhat oppose 
4) Strongly oppose 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
25. A proposal to limit the amount of campaign money that party leaders can redistribute to other 
candidates in the general election. Would you favor or oppose this proposal? (INTERVIEWER: IF 
FAVOR / OPPOSE ASK: DO YOU STRONGLY FAVOR / OPPOSE?) 
1) Strongly favor 
2) Somewhat favor 
3) Somewhat oppose 
4) Strongly oppose 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
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26. Currently in Illinois, when voting in a PRIMARY election, the voter has to ask for a specific 
party’s ballot. Would you favor or oppose a proposal to change the primary-election process in 
Illinois so that voters do not have to publicly declare which party’s ballot they have chosen? 
(INTERVIEWER: IF FAVOR / OPPOSE ASK: DO YOU STRONGLY FAVOR / OPPOSE?) 
1) Strongly favor 
2) Somewhat favor 
3) Somewhat oppose 
4) Strongly oppose 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
Next, we’d like to ask you two questions about the state legislative redistricting process in Illinois. 
 
6. One proposal for improving the state legislative redistricting process would have the Illinois 
Supreme Court add a neutral person to the redistricting panel in case of a partisan tie. Would you 
favor or oppose this proposal? (INTERVIEWER: IF FAVOR / OPPOSE ASK: DO YOU 
STRONGLY FAVOR / OPPOSE?) 
1) Strongly favor 
2) Favor 
3) Oppose 
4) Strongly oppose 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
7. Other people have proposed a constitutional amendment that would have legislative district maps 
created and recommended by a commission that is independent of the elected representatives. 
Would you favor or oppose this proposal? (INTERVIEWER: IF FAVOR / OPPOSE ASK: DO 
YOU STRONGLY FAVOR / OPPOSE?) 
1) Strongly favor 
2) Favor 
3) Oppose 
4) Strongly oppose 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
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Next I’m going to ask you a few questions about the state of Illinois’ budget: 
27. The state of Illinois has a budget deficit of over 3.7 billion dollars. I’m going to read three 
statements that people have made about how to fix the deficit, and ask you which one comes closest 
to your views? If you haven’t thought much about the issue, just tell me that. [ROTATE ORDER 
OF STATEMENTS] 
First is . . . 
1) Illinois’ public programs and services have already been reduced significantly. We can 
only fix the problem by taking in more revenue, such as a tax increase. 
Next is . . . 
2) The state takes in plenty of money to pay for public services but wastes it on unnecessary 
programs. We can fix the problem by cutting waste and inefficiency in government. 
Third is . . . 
3) Illinois’ budget problem is so large it can only be solved by a combination of budget cuts 
and revenue increases. 
4) (DO NOT READ) Haven’t thought much about it 
5) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know/No answer 
 
There have been a number of proposals to address the state’s budget problems by making cuts in state 
programs and services. I’m going to read several areas where people have suggested that the state could 
make cuts. For each one that I read, I’d like you to tell me whether you favor or oppose budget cuts in that 
area, OK? (INTERVIEWER: REPEAT IF NECESSARY) [ROTATE ITEMS] 
28. Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on kindergarten through high school education? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
29. Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on state universities? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
30. Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on public safety, such as state police and prison 
operations? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
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31. Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on natural resources, such as state parks or 
environmental regulation? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
32.  Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on programs for poor people? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
33.  Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on programs for people with mental or physical 
disabilities? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
34.  Do you favor or oppose cuts in state spending on pension benefits for state workers’ retirement? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
There have been a number of proposals to address the state’s budget problems by finding ways to raise 
more money to pay for programs and services. I’m going to read several areas where people have 
suggested that more money could be raised. For each one that I read, I’d like you to tell me whether you 
favor or oppose raising revenues in that way, OK? (INTERVIEWER: REPEAT IF NECESSARY) 
[ROTATE CHOICES BUT KEEP 35/35a TOGETHER AND IN ORDER] 
35. Do you favor or oppose applying the state income tax to retirement income, such as pensions and 
Social Security? 
1) Favor [SKIP TO 36] 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know [SKIP TO 36] 
 
35a. Would you favor or oppose applying the state income tax to the retirement income of those earning 
more than $50,000 per year? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
36. Do you favor or oppose raising the state sales tax rate? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
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37a. Do you favor or oppose expanding the sales tax to cover services like dry cleaning or haircuts, 
which are not currently taxed? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
38. Do you favor or oppose a proposal expanding legalized gambling in the state? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
85. Do you favor or oppose a proposal to increase the tax on cigarettes by $1 per pack? 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
86.  The State of Illinois is late paying its bills to organizations that perform services and provide goods 
to the State. By law, it has to pay those vendors a high rate of interest on those late bills. I’m going 
to read two statements some people are making about how the State should deal with this situation, 
then ask you which statement comes closer to your views. If you haven’t thought much about the 
issue, just tell me that. The first is… [ROTATE STATEMENTS] 
 
a. The State should borrow money at a lower interest rate to pay off those late bills, saving money 
on interest and getting money to businesses and organizations that need to be paid.  
 
—OR— 
 
b. The State should just pay its bills as well as it can with current funds and not borrow money to 
try to fix its problems. 
(IF NECESSARY: Which of these statements comes closer to your views?) 
1) Borrow and pay off bills 
2) Don’t borrow; pay with current funds 
3) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know enough 
4) (DO NOT READ) Other 
 
 
The subject of immigration has been controversial in some areas. We are interested in what people in 
Illinois think about ILLEGAL immigration in the U.S. Do you favor or oppose… 
 
89. Providing a way for illegal immigrants currently in the country to gain legal citizenship if they 
pass background checks, pay fines and have jobs. 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
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90.  Stronger enforcement of immigration laws and border security. 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
91.  Requiring local law enforcement in Illinois to arrest illegal immigrants. 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
92.  Allowing illegal immigrants brought to the U.S. as children to gain legal resident status if they 
join the military or go to college. 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
93. Charging illegal immigrants who graduate from Illinois high schools the same in-state tuition as 
state universities charge legal residents of Illinois. 
1) Favor 
2) Oppose 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
Thinking about Government in Washington, now . . . 
 
98. Some people have said that government in Washington does not work well because of a lack of a 
civil tone. Who do you blame more for the lack of civility in Washington – [ROTATE: 
REPUBLICANS/DEMOCRATS] the [INSERT PARTY] in Washington or the [INSERT 
PARTY] in Washington? 
1) Democrats [SKIP TO 100] 
2) Republicans [SKIP TO 100] 
3) (DO NOT READ) Both  
4) (DO NOT READ) Neither  
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
98a. Well, on balance, who do you blame more, [ROTATE: SAME ORDER AS 98] the 
Republicans or the Democrats? 
1) Democrats 
2) Republicans 
3) (DO NOT READ) Both 
4) (DO NOT READ) Neither 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
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100. Would you be more likely or less likely to vote for a political candidate who is willing to make 
compromises in order to get things done? (INTERVIEWER: IF MORE / LESS LIKELY ASK: IS 
THAT MUCH MORE/LESS LIKELY OR SOMWHAT MORE/LESS LIKELY?) 
1) Much more 
2) Somewhat more 
3) Somewhat less  
4) Much less  
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
Women in Politics Series 
 
[ALL RESPONDENTS WILL BE ASKED ONE OF THREE VERSIONS] 
 
GROUP A [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
Following are a few questions about what you BELIEVE about women and politics: 
W1a. Generally, do you BELIEVE men make better political leaders, women make better political 
leaders, or is there no difference? 
1) Men 
2) Women 
3) No difference 
4) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
W1b. If your party nominated a generally well-qualified female candidate, do you BELIEVE you would 
vote for her? 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
W1c. What about in Illinois? Generally speaking, do you BELIEVE there should be more women 
elected officials in Illinois, fewer, or is there about the right number of women elected officials in 
Illinois? 
1) More 
2) Fewer 
3) About right 
4) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
GROUP B [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
Following are a few questions about what you THINK about women and politics: 
W2a. Generally, do you THINK men make better political leaders, women make better political leaders, 
or is there no difference? 
1) Men 
2) Women 
3) No difference 
4) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
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W2b. If your party nominated a generally well-qualified female candidate, do you THINK you would 
vote for her? 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
W2c. What about in Illinois? Generally speaking, do you THINK there should be more women elected 
officials in Illinois, fewer, or is there about the right number of women elected officials in 
Illinois? 
1) More 
2) Fewer 
3) About right 
4) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
GROUP C [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
Following are a few questions about what you FEEL about women and politics: 
W3a. Generally, do you FEEL men make better political leaders, women make better political leaders, 
or is there no difference? 
1) Men 
2) Women 
3) No difference 
4) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
W3b. If your party nominated a generally well-qualified female candidate, do you FEEL you would 
vote for her? 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
W3c. What about in Illinois? Generally speaking, do you FEEL there should be more women elected 
officials in Illinois, fewer, or is there about the right number of women elected officials in 
Illinois? 
1) More 
2) Fewer 
3) About right 
4) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
59. Next, we are interested in how people are doing financially in Illinois. Overall, and speaking 
generally, would you say your family’s economic situation is better than it was a year ago, worse 
than it was a year ago, or about the same? 
1) Better 
2) Worse 
3) About the same 
4) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
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60. And what about in the coming year? Overall, and speaking generally, do you expect your family’s 
economic situation next year will be better than it has been this year, worse than it has been this 
year, or about the same as this year? 
1) Better 
2) Worse 
3) About the same 
4) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
101. And what about people who are financially worse off than you? Overall, and speaking generally, do 
you expect their economic situation next year will be better than it has been this year, worse than 
it has been this year, or about the same as this year? 
1) Better 
2) Worse 
3) About the same 
4) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
And now just a few more questions for classification purposes: 
 
62.  RECORD GENDER BY OBSERVATION. 
1) Male 
2) Female 
 
63.  What is the last level of education you have completed? Is it . . . 
1) Less than high school 
2) High school 
3) Some college 
4) Associate’s degree 
5) Bachelor’s degree 
6) Graduate or professional degree  
7) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
64.  Generally speaking, in politics today, do you consider yourself [REVERSE SCALE FOR HALF 
OF SAMPLE] 
1) Very liberal 
2) Somewhat liberal 
3) Moderate 
4) Somewhat conservative 
5) Very conservative 
6) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
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65.  Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat or an 
Independent?  
(IF REPUBLICAN OR DEMOCRAT: Would you call yourself a strong Republican/Democrat or a 
not-so-strong Republican/Democrat)? 
(IF INDEPENDENT: Do you consider yourself closer to the Republican or Democratic Party)? 
1) Strong Democrat 
2) Not-strong Democrat 
3) Independent Democrat 
4) (DO NOT READ) Pure Independent 
5) Independent Republican 
6) Not-strong Republican 
7) Strong Republican 
8) (DO NOT READ) Other/don't know 
 
101a. Do you consider yourself a member of or a supporter of the “tea party” movement? 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/don't know 
 
102. Are you now employed full-time, employed part-time, retired, or not currently employed?   
1) Full-time [CONTINUE TO 103a] 
2) Part-time [CONTINUE TO 103a] 
3) Retired [SKIP TO 103b] 
4) Not employed [SKIP TO 104] 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/don't know [SKIP TO 104] 
 
103a. Are you an employee of a private company or business, an employee of a non-profit organization, 
a government employee, or self-employed in your own business or professional practice? 
1) Private 
2) Non-Profit 
3) Government 
4) Self-Employed 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/don't know 
 
[IF 102=3 / RETIRED] 
103b. Are you retired from a private company or business, a non-profit organization, a governmental 
agency, or were you self-employed in your own business or professional practice? 
1) Private 
2) Non-Profit 
3) Government 
4) Self-Employed 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/don't know 
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104. Over the past 12 months, has there been a time when you or someone in your household has been 
without a job and looking for work? 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/don't know 
 
105. Are you or is anyone in your household a member of or a retiree from a labor union? 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) (DO NOT READ) Other/don't know 
 
R01. Lots of things come up that keep people from attending religious services even if they want to. 
Apart from occasional weddings, baptisms or funerals, how often do you go to religious services 
EVERY WEEK, ALMOST EVERY WEEK, ONCE OR TWICE A MONTH, A FEW TIMES A 
YEAR, or NEVER? 
1) Every week [CONTINUE TO R01A] 
2) Almost every week [CONTINUE TO R01A] 
3) Once or twice a month [CONTINUE TO R01A] 
4) A few times a year [SKIP TO R02B] 
5) Never [SKIP TO R02B] 
6) (DO NOT READ) Refused [SKIP TO R02B] 
 
[IF R01=1-3 / EVERY WEEK, ALMOST EVERY WEEK, OR ONCE/TWICE A MONTH] 
R01A. Ok, You're someone who usually goes to services [INSERT ANSWER FROM R01]. 
Sometimes even people who go to church [INSERT ANSWER FROM R01] go more or less 
than usual. How about in the past month, did you go to church…? (READ LIST) 
1) Every week 
2) Two or three times 
3) Only once 
4) Not at all in the past month 
5) (DO NOT READ) Other/Don’t know 
 
[IF R01=1-3 / EVERY WEEK, ALMOST EVERY WEEK, OR ONCE/TWICE A MONTH] 
R02A.  Do you attend a place of worship that is CHRISTIAN or SOME OTHER RELIGION? (DO NOT 
READ LIST) 
1) Christian [SKIP TO R04] 
2) Some other religion [SKIP TO R05] 
8) Don't know [SKIP TO 106 BIBLICAL LITERALISM] 
9) Refused [SKIP TO 106 BIBLICAL LITERALISM] 
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[IF R01=4-6 / A FEW TIMES A YEAR, NEVER, OR REFUSED] 
R02B. Do you consider yourself CHRISTIAN, SOME OTHER RELIGION, or NO RELIGION? (DO 
NOT READ LIST) 
1) Christian [GO TO R04] 
2) Some other religion [GO TO R05] 
3) No religion [SKIP TO 106 BIBLICAL LITERALISM] 
8) Don't know [SKIP TO 106 BIBLICAL LITERALISM] 
9) Refused [SKIP TO 106 BIBLICAL LITERALISM] 
 
[IF R02A OR R02B=1 / CHRISTIAN] 
R04. What church or denomination is that? (DO NOT READ LIST) 
1) Anglican or Episcopalian   [CONTINUE TO R04Ang] 
2) Assembly of God   [SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
3) Baptist   [SKIP TO R04Bapt] 
4) Brethren   [SKIP TO R04Breth] 
5) Catholic or Roman Catholic   [SKIP TO 106 BIBLICAL LITERALISM] 
6) Church (or Churches) of Christ   [SKIP TO R04CofC]  
7) Church of God   [SKIP TO R04CofG] 
8) Congregationalist   [SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
9) Disciples of Christ   [SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
10) Holiness   [SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
11) Jehovah's Witness   [SKIP TO 106 BIBLICAL LITERALISM] 
12) Latter Day Saints or LDS   [SKIP TO 106 BIBLICAL LITERALISM] 
13) Lutheran   [SKIP TO R04Luth] 
14) Methodist   [SKIP TO R04Meth] 
15) Mormon   [SKIP TO BIBLICAL LITERALISM] 
16) Non-denominational   [SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
17) Orthodox   [SKIP TO BIBLICAL LITERALISM] 
18) Pentecostal   [SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
19) Presbyterian   [SKIP TO R04Pres] 
20) Reformed   [SKIP TO R04Ref] 
21) United Church of Christ   [SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
30) Christian or "Just Christian"   [SKIP TO R04Just] 
31) Protestant or "Just Protestant"   [SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
80) Other   [SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
88) Don't know   [SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
89) Refused   [SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
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[IF R04=1 / ANGLICAN OR EPISCOPALIAN] 
R04Ang. Is your church part of Episcopalian Church in the United States, the Anglican Church in 
North America, or some other Anglican group? (DO NOT READ LIST) 
1) Episcopalian Church in the United States 
2) Anglican Church in North America 
3) "Just Episcopalian" 
7) Other 
[SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
 
[IF R04=3 / BAPTIST] 
R04Bapt.  With which Baptist group is your church associated?  Is it the Southern Baptist Convention, 
the American Baptist Churches in the U.S.A., the American Baptist Association, an 
independent Baptist church or some other Baptist group? (DO NOT READ LIST) 
1) Southern Baptist Convention 
2) American Baptist Churches (in USA) 
3) National Baptist Convention 
4)  Independent Baptist 
5) "Just Baptist" 
7) Other 
8) Don't know 
9) Refused 
[SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
 
[IF R04=4 / BRETHREN] 
R04Breth.  Is this the church of the Brethren, the Plymouth Brethren, or what? (DO NOT READ 
LIST) 
1) Church of the Brethren 
2) The Plymouth Brethren 
7) Other 
[SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
 
[IF R04=6 / CHURCH OF CHRIST] 
R04CofC.  Is this the Church of Christ or the United Church of Christ? (DO NOT READ LIST) 
1) Church of Christ 
2) United Church of Christ 
[SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
 
[IF R04=7 / CHURCH OF GOD] 
R04CofG. Is this the Church of God of Anderson, Indiana; the Church of God of Cleveland, 
Tennessee; the Church of God in Christ; or some other Church of God? (DO NOT READ 
LIST) 
1) Anderson, Indiana 
2) Cleveland, Tennessee 
3) Church of God in Christ 
7) Other 
[SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
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[IF R04=13 / LUTHERAN] 
R04Luth.  Is this church part of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, the Missouri Synod, or 
some other Lutheran group? (DO NOT READ LIST) 
1) Evangelical Lutheran Church 
2) Missouri Synod 
3) "Just Lutheran" 
7) Other 
8) Don't know 
9) Refused 
[SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
 
[IF R04=14 / METHODIST] 
R04Meth. Is your church part of the United Methodist Church, African Methodist Episcopal, or some 
other Methodist group? (DO NOT READ LIST) 
1) United Methodist Church 
2) African Methodist Episcopal 
3) "Just Methodist" 
7) Other 
8) Don't know 
9) Refused 
[SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
 
[IF R04=19 / PRESBYTERIAN] 
R04Pres.  Is this the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. or some other Presbyterian group? (DO NOT 
READ LIST) 
1) Presbyterian Church USA (formerly United Presbyterian Church) 
2) Presbyterian Church in America 
3) "Just Presbyterian" 
7) Other 
[SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
 
[IF R04=20 / REFORMED] 
R04Ref. Is this the Christian Reformed Church, the Reformed Church in America or some other 
Reformed group? (DO NOT READ LIST) 
1) Christian Reformed Church 
2) The Reformed Church in America 
3) "Just Reformed" 
7) Other 
[SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
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[IF R04=30 / JUST CHRISTIAN] 
R04Just.  When you say "Christian" does that mean the denomination called the "Christian Church 
Disciples of Christ," or some other Christian denomination, or do you mean to say "I am 
just a Christian"?  (DO NOT READ LIST) 
1) Disciples of Christ 
2) I am just a Christian 
7) Other 
[SKIP TO BORN AGAIN SERIES] 
 
[IF R02A OR R02B=2 / SOME OTHER RELIGION] 
R05.  What religion is that? (DO NOT READ LIST) 
1) Baha'i  
2) Buddhist 
3) Hindu 
4) Islam or Muslim 
5) Jewish - Conservative 
6) Jewish - Reform 
7) Jewish - Orthodox 
8) Jewish or Just Jewish 
9) Native American 
10) Spiritual 
11) Unitarian or Universalist 
80)  Other 
88)  Don't know 
89)  Refused 
[SKIP TO 106 BIBLICAL LITERALISM] 
 
Born Again Series [B1 – B3b ONLY ASKED OF THOSE WHO ANSWERED SOMETHING 
OTHER THAN CATHOLIC, LDS, MORMON, JEHOVAH'S WITNESS AND ORTHODOX IN 
R04] 
 
[QUALIFYING RESPONDENTS WILL BE ASKED ONE OF THREE VERSIONS] 
 
GROUP A  [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
 
B1. Do you consider yourself a born-again or evangelical Christian? (INTERVIEWER: THIS IS A 
YES OR NO QUESTION - IF RESPONDENT SAYS BORN-AGAIN OR EVANGELICAL, 
SELECT THOSE RESPONSES, BUT DO NOT PROBE.) 
1) Yes 
2) No 
3) (DO NOT READ) Born-Again 
4) (DO NOT READ) Evangelical  
5) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
6) (DO NOT READ) Refused 
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GROUP B  [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
 
B2. Do you consider yourself a born-again or evangelical Christian? INTERVIEWER: THIS IS AN 
EITHER/OR QUESTION - IF RESPONDENT SAYS YES OR NO, SELECT THOSE 
RESPONSES, BUT DO NOT PROBE.) 
1) Born-Again 
2) Evangelical  
3) (DO NOT READ) No 
4) (DO NOT READ) Yes or Both 
5) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
(DO NOT READ) Refuse 
 
GROUP C  [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
 
B3a. Do you consider yourself a born-again Christian? 
1) Yes  
2) No  
3) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
4) (DO NOT READ) Refused 
 
B3b. Do you consider yourself an evangelical Christian? 
1) Yes  
2) No  
3) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
4) (DO NOT READ) Refused 
 
Biblical Literalism Series 
 
[ALL RESPONDENTS WILL BE ASKED ONE OF THREE VERSIONS] 
 
GROUP A  [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
 
106a. Which of these statements comes closest to describing your FEELINGS about the Bible? 
[RANDOMIZE ORDER OF OPTIONS] 
 
1) The Bible is the actual word of God and is to be taken literally, word for word 
2) The Bible is the inspired word of God but not everything in it should be taken literally, 
word for word 
3) The Bible is an ancient book of fables, legends, history, and moral precepts recorded by 
men. 
4) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
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GROUP B  [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
 
106b. Which of these statements comes closest to describing your THOUGHTS about the Bible? 
[RANDOMIZE ORDER OF OPTIONS] 
 
1) The Bible is the actual word of God and is to be taken literally, word for word 
2) The Bible is the inspired word of God but not everything in it should be taken literally, 
word for word 
3) The Bible is an ancient book of fables, legends, history, and moral precepts recorded by 
men. 
4) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
GROUP C  [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
 
106c. Which of these statements comes closest to describing your BELIEFS about the Bible? 
[RANDOMIZE ORDER OF OPTIONS] 
 
1) The Bible is the actual word of God and is to be taken literally, word for word 
2) The Bible is the inspired word of God but not everything in it should be taken literally, 
word for word 
3) The Bible is an ancient book of fables, legends, history, and moral precepts recorded by 
men. 
4) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
 
68.  For classification purposes, I need to know the year of your birth—the last two digits of your birth 
year would be fine. CODE: 19__ (INTERVIEWER: ENTER 1900 FOR DON’T KNOW / 
REFUSED) 
 
70.  For statistical purposes only, we’d like to know your racial or ethnic group. (IF NECESSARY: 
Most people consider themselves White, Black, Asian, or Hispanic.) (DO NOT READ LIST) 
1) White 
2) Black 
3) Asian 
4) Hispanic 
5) Multiracial 
6) Other 
7) Refused 
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Homeownership Series 
 
[ALL RESPONDENTS WILL BE ASKED ONE OF THREE VERSIONS] 
 
GROUP A  [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
 
Ha1. Do you own or rent your home? (INTERVIEWER: THIS IS A YES OR NO QUESTION - IF 
RESPONDENT SAYS RENT OR OWN, SELECT THOSE RESPONSES, BUT DO NOT 
PROBE.) 
1) Yes  
2) No 
3) (DO NOT READ) Rent 
4) (DO NOT READ) Own 
5) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
6) (DO NOT READ) Refused 
 
GROUP B  [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
 
Ha2. Do you own or rent your home? (INTERVIEWER: THIS IS AN EITHER/OR QUESTION - IF 
RESPONDENT SAYS YES OR NO, SELECT THOSE RESPONSES, BUT DO NOT PROBE.) 
1) Own 
2) Rent 
3) (DO NOT READ) Yes 
4) (DO NOT READ) No 
5) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
6) (DO NOT READ) Refused 
 
GROUP C  [ASK 1/3 OF SAMPLE] 
 
Ha3. Do you own your home? 
1) Yes  
2) No  
3) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know  
4) (DO NOT READ) Refused 
 
Hb3. Do you rent your home? 
1) Yes  
2) No  
3) (DO NOT READ) Don’t know 
4) (DO NOT READ) Refused 
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72.  And finally, again for statistical purposes, we’d like a rough estimate of your total household 
income LAST YEAR. Just stop me when I get to your category. Was it…? 
1) Under 25,000 
2) 25,000 to less than 35,000 
3) 35,000 to less than 50,000 
4) 50,000 to less than 70,000 
5) 70,000 to less than 100,000 
6) 100,000 to less than 150,000 
7) Over 150,000 
8) (DO NOT READ) Refused 
 
And that’s all the questions we have. Thank you for your time and cooperation with this very important 
survey. Goodbye. 
 
